Feel the Power of Control

Arrow

OnControl Powered Bone Marrow
Biopsy System

In Control With OnControl: Moving the Needle
The Arrow OnControl Powered Bone Marrow Biopsy System is an innovative, powered
solution that raises the standard for biopsies and aspirations as compared to manual
biopsy needles.
For Practitioners

For Pathologists

For Patients

Provides increased control
when accessing and extracting
core specimens.1

More usable specimen area
for diagnosis.1,2

Demonstrated to cause less pain
during insertion and after the
procedure, as compared to manual
biopsy needles.1-4

Powered driver
accelerates access1,2,5,6
while providing
precise control6,7

Unique cannula
design grabs
and holds core
specimens

High-Quality Samples
• As compared to manual biopsy
needles, the Arrow OnControl
Powered Bone Marrow Biopsy
System has been shown to
deliver consistently larger,
high-quality core specimens.1,2
• This may reduce the number
of second-attempt procedures
required that can occur as a
result of insufficient specimen
size and may result in more
usable area for diagnosis.1,2

Arrow OnControl
System Core
Specimen*

*Both specimen sizes
from same healthy
subject, same provider.
Specimen sizes are most
representative of
specimen means in a
published healthy subject
study.

Manual Biopsy
Needle Core
Specimen

Increased User Control4,5

Dependable Performance

Less Patient Pain

• Helps to effectively, safely,
and rapidly obtain specimens.1,2,5-7

• Specially designed, threaded
cannula grabs and holds
core specimens.

• Has been demonstrated to
cause less patient pain,
during insertion and after
the procedure, as compared
to manual biopsy needles.1-4

• Easy to use, regardless of
physical strength.
• May result in a procedure that
is up to 55% faster than with
manual biopsy needles.1,2,4,8

• Reduced pain can help
promote patient compliance
with ongoing testing.1

We’re With You Every Step of the Way
Backed by our experienced clinical training staff, the Arrow OnControl Powered Bone Marrow
Biopsy System is raising the standard for biopsies and aspirations.

Ordering Information
Arrow OnControl Powered Bone Access
Powered Driver
9401

Bone Marrow Biopsy Trays
biopsy System Trays, 11 GA
102mm 9408-EU-006
152mm 9411-EU-006

Aspiration Needles
Aspiration Needles, 15 GA
25mm 9425-VC-006
68mm 9468-VC-006
90mm 9490-VC-006
The Arrow OnControl Bone Marrow Aspiration and Biopsy Systems should only be used by clinicians familiar with the
complications, limitations, indications, and contraindications of bone marrow aspiration and bone marrow biopsy. Rx
only. Refer to instructions accompanying the device for indications, contraindications, warnings, and precautions.
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The Arrow OnControl Bone Marrow Aspiration System is intended for bone marrow aspiration of the iliac crest of adult and pediatric patients.
The Arrow OnControl Bone Marrow Biopsy System is intended for bone marrow core biopsy of the anterior or posterior iliac crest of adult patients.
The Arrow OnControl Powered Bone Marrow Biopsy System should not be used by clinicians unfamiliar with the complications, limitations, indications,
and contraindications of bone marrow aspiration and biopsy.
Refer to the Instructions for Use for a complete listing of the indications, contraindications, warnings and precautions. Information in this material is
not a substitute for the product Instructions for Use.
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